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How to protect public common 
areas during a pandemic?

According to WHO over 
70% of infectious diseases 
are accompanied by fever.

Automated systems for 
temperature monitoring
contribute to the timely 
implementation of 
preventive efforts with 
positive effects for the 
general health of the 
population by reducing the 
risk of cross-infection. 



Description of scanning systems

- Quick and precise non-contact 
measurement of temperature 

- Automatic turnstiles to control
access of visitors with fever *

- Face recognition system*

- Non-contact disinfector*
- GINA management system, Qalize 

system*
- Digital Signage*

* optional; check with your dealer

Gina management system

T2T1X



Area of application

TRANSPORT

RETAIL BUSINESS
MILITARYBANKING

SOCIAL
- airports
- railway stations
- bus stations
- subway

- bank departments
- office quarters
- branches

- municipal institutions
- authorities
- courthouses
- hospitals
- schools
- manufacturing plants

- military facilities
- warehouses
- barracks
- aerodromes
- submarine bases

- shopping centers     - café / restaurants
- supermarkets           - hotels

* just one person can become a source of a pandemic.



RAILWAY 
STATIONS

System operations



System operations



Temperature scanning systems TSG-T series

Normal
Temperature

Elevated
Temperature

Integral
hand

disinfector

- Temperature sensors
- Temperature display and audio 

speaker
- Network connectivity
- RFID-reader for access control
- 2D/3D photo capture

Standard features:

- Automatic turnstile
- Non-contact hand disinfector
- Metal detector

Additional options:



Optional sensors: 



System capabilities:

Quick and precise temperature 
measurement of passengers 
and visitors

Access control to inclosed 
space, integration with 
electronic key cards and 
turnstiles

Remote monitoring and view,
disease outbreak statistics

Photo capture and integration 
with face recognition system 

Integration with smart phone 
and photo/alert sent directly 
from thermogate

Option for non-contact 
disinfectors



High Precision Temperature Sensors

- Measurement speed : under 1 second
Accuracy: ~ 0.3 °С

- Temperature display and
audio speaker

- Possibility of redundant sensor and
simultaneous use of two or more
options for temperature measurement

Result indication

t°С
Temperature sensors

Complete safety for 
pregnant women and 
pacemakers



Integral non-contact disinfector

- Integrated hand disinfector allows to
spray an antiseptic quickly

- Fine atomizing nozzles for effective
use, only maintenance required

Hand 
disinfector

- A convenient way to refill the storage
tank

- Capacity Indicator

- Secondary disinfectant for children
and disabled



Integration with RFID-tags scanners*

- Integration with existing 
electronic badge systems

- Possibility of installing an 
automatic turnstile

- The ability to limit access 
when a person has not 
passed temperature control

1) 

2) 

3) 

Hold the RFID-tag 
to the scanner

Access control using
RFID key card 

Temperature 
check** 4) Access granted if the 

temperature is normal

* Optional for T1 and standard for T1X

t°С

** Complete safety for pregnant women and 
pacemakers



Integration with QR-codes badge systems *

- Verification of the validity of a person’s pass 
depending on its validity period and 
application area

- Warning when a person violates the pass 
zone

* optional; check with your dealer



Integration with Qalize system
- Safe authentication of ID cads, entry cards, tickets and loyalty

cards. (Contactless authentication without touching the phone).
- After entering the building, the system recognizes customers and

starts the communication.
- Allows entry without using the phone itself. You can just keep it in

your pocket or bag.
- Interactive monitoring of customer´s movement from entry to

check-out with help of other compact Qalize equipment.
- Possibility of target advertising in application.

Other :

Wireless connection

Cloud connection

Face recognition

Qalize application



Full Fledged Software Solution



Monitoring of the staff and visitors health
Application of Temperature 
scanning systems:

- Protects those in offices 
from contact with sick 
employees

- Reduces the emotional 
stress in the team

- Reduces the risk of cross-
infection

- Employees acces control via 
Qalize

QALIZE 
MODUL



Map system

- On-premise or cloud based

- Real-time map with time line

- High level of security

- Used in crisis management by IRS and UN 
components

- Automated reports (daily, weekly, …)

- Wide range of API integration options

- Client applications for various used cases



fall ill:

300 .

15.2%

fall ill:

720 .
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fall ill:

10 .
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Map of hot spots

persons of 
visitors

persons of 
visitors

persons of 
visitors



Information Collection

- Summary information about thermogate and 
individual reports

- Sensoric data (temperature, capacity of 
disinfectant, …)

- Phote of the face

- Automatic alarm when temperature limit is
exceeded

- GPDR protection

- Configurable data retention

- Encryption of sensitive data in the database

- Deletion of sensitive data on request

- Complete audit trail

- Qalize autentification (non contact)



Graph of possible contacts of patients

- Control of patients route 
- Locating people in qarantine
- Creation of a graph of possible 

connections of the patient with 
those who were at the same control 
points

- Creation of a list of visitors who were 
in contact with the sick and possibly 
infected

- The system may restrict access to 
the person in contact with the 
patient.



Quarantine Management

- Face recognition system using 2D 
or 3D capture which allows for the 
detection of quarantine violators  

- In combination with a temperature 
scanner, the system allows for the 
accurate and timely identification 
of violators 



Technical characteristics of TSG-T model

Temperature range:        30°С-45°С
Operating temperature:   10°С-45°С
Measuring error:    ±0.3°С
Scanning speed:   0.1 sec
Electric input:       600W
Power supply voltage АС230V

50Hz
Colour:  grey (comaxit)
Opening size:  2000*1100*805 mm

Dimensions:     2270*1280*900 mm

Display (size): 10 inches
Resolution:       1280*800 px

DISPLAY INDICATION OF 
TEMPERATURE



Production is carried out at 
factories certified by INCOFF 
Aerospace

Possible Customized production of 

temperature scanners :

- using premium materials

- with branding in corporate colors

- with laser engraving

TGS-T1X

TGS-T1



PRESENTATIONS FOR DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS

MILITARY

TRANSPORT SOCIAL

RETAIL

BANKING



TSG-T Ta – Scanning system model for 
people with disabilities

- Expanded doorway for easy access of a wheelchair

- Installation of handrails

- Call button

- Detection of radioactive substances, nuclear

materials and improvised explosives in development

Maximum social orientation of a comprehensive solution is important
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